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CHAPTEB I
INZBOSUCTIOH
Statement of Problem. •• This is a atudy of activities for pro>
fessional growth of in»8ervice teachers at thirty*^wo Negro hi^
schools in Georgia.
Scope and Idmitations ef the Study. - The study is confined to
activities for professional growth of in-service teachers at thirty-
two Negro hi^ schools in Georgia. The schools are divided into two
groups: sixteen hi^ schools shioh were accredited hy the Southern
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools for the years of 1945-46.
all of which were also accredited hy the State of Geor^a. and sixteen
schools vdiich were accredited only hy the State of Georgia. The study
is limited to the school year of 1946-47. The Normative-Survey method
was employed - the questionnaire technique being used. The limitations
of the questionnaire technique seemed to have been reduced considerably
since s large number of principals. in addition to checking all questions,
added statements vhich helped greatly to make clear the nature of the
progrem as described. This, it would seem, added to the validity of the
answers.
Definition of Terms. - For the sake of clarity, the following terms
are used throu^out the study in the sense described below:
1. 'Mecredited Schools" as used in this study means schools which
were accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools for the years of 1945-46. and also were
accredited by the State of Georgia.
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£• "Nozi-aocredited Sohools** as uaed in this study means schools
' (
which were not accredited hy the Southern Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools» but which were accredited by the State of
Georgia.
3. "Activities for Professional Growth*^ as used in this study means
any activity participated in by teachers whether as a part of a
formal program directed toward in-service growth of teachers^ or
things done by the pirincipal and teachers informally* but sdiich
aided them in professional growth.
4. "Professional Growth" as used in this study means growth toward
adaptation of the growing body of tested knowledge and techniquues
envolved in the profession of education.
Purpose of the Study. - The purpose of this study is to answer the
following questional
1. fhat efforts are being put forth by principals of accredited and
non^acoredited hi^ schools to encourage professional growth of
their teachers?
2. Vhat activities for professlonal growth of in-service teachers
are being practiced at accredited and non-accredited hl^ schools?
3. Vhat difference* if any* exist between activities practiced at
accredited and non-aceredited high schools?
4. Vhat phases of in-service activities seem to be most comnonly
practiced at these schools?
5. Vhat implications* if any* from this study mi^t be used in
helping s(diool officials of other institutions to evaluate and
set up more functional programs for the professional growth of
their teasier3?
9
Procedare. - The procedure for making this study vas as followat
1* £ qiuestlonnaire entitled **£ Study of Activities for Professional
Growth of Iu*Servlce Teadiers at Thirty-Two legro Hl^ Schools
in Georgia" was constructed in the following mannert A survey
of literature was made and activities which seemed to he em«
Idxasiaed most frequently for the promotion of professional growth
of in-service teachers were noted and put into qp.estions* The
questions were designed in a manner that made them easy to answer,
and also yield uniform answers as nearly as possible*
Z, A questionnaire was sent to the principal of each of the sixteen
accredited schools, and one to the principal of each of twenty-
nine non-accredited schools* All the questioxuudres from the
sixteen accredited schools were returned, and twenty out of the
twenty-nine qieatlonnaires sent to non-accredited schools were
returned* The first sixteen of the twenty questionnaires from
the non-accredited schools were used in the study* The data
from these thirty-two questionnaires were tabulated, analyzed
and interpreted.
Value of the Study* - This study should present to school officials
a comprehensive picture of activities for the professional growth of ixi-
servlce teachers as practiced at these thirty-two Negro hi^ schools.
It also should be of value to school officials in evaluating and setting
up more ihnctional and practical programs for the professional growth of
in-service teachers.
Belated Literature. - As a result of a survey of related liter-
atxire, it seems that the general opinion is that the teacher must con-
time to study while in service in order to keep abreast with trends in
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education. Stoddard aliowa the necessity of continuous study hy teachers
in the following statement t
... one cannot receive his training in one or two decades go
back to school axid study again, and keep abreast of the developments
within the teaching profession* It is only throu^ a constant under¬
standing and an adoption to the changing and enlarging body of know¬
ledge and techniques envolved in the profession of education that
significant growth takes place*^
Caswell is in agreement with Stoddard on this point. He atatest
It is an easy matter to document the general need for an ex¬
tensive program of in-service education. 4 low level of training
of the present teaching force of the nation, a rapid turn-over of
teasers, new developments in educational philosophy and science,
rapid changes in the school ctirriculiua, all indicate the need so
clearly that there seems little to be gained by belaboring the point
Sorgerson ejq>ressed the opinion that it is the primary function of
supervisors to promote the continued growth of teachers in-service, and
that conditions conducive to in-service growth can largly be provided
for by progressive superintendents, supervisors, and principals.^
In erplaining the role of a principal in promoting growth in-service,
Armstrong and Qishman saidt
lhat are the appropriate functions of the principal in in-
service growth? Certainly it is not his job to try to make teacdiers
all alike, to tell them how to teach, or to determine idiat innova¬
tions will be made in the school Ikom time to time* He is not a
teacher of teachers in the same sense that they are teachers of
children. On the positive side, he seems to have two major fnnc-
tions* The first is to stir things up, to sensitise those about
him to need for Improvement, to encourage experimentation, to find
^A. J. Stoddard, "Growth of Teachers in Service," Educational Becord,
X£ (October, 1939), 506.
%ollis L. Caswell, "In Service Education Looking Forward," Educational
Methods. XIX (February, 1940), 262.
®T, L. Torgerson, "The Inprovement of Teachers in Service," Bevlew of
Educational Besearch, IV (June, 1934), 340.
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conmon concerns of teachers» and to create an atmosphere conducive
to the hirth and growth of Ideas. The second function is to mohili-
ae human and physical resources in such a way as to make for high
morale and to provide the best possible learning experiences for
each teacher.^
Activities which are generally used in the professional growth ot
ln**servlce teachers appear to be well settled. A summary, made by the
Department of Supervisors and Idrectors of Instruction of the national
Slucation Assooiation, of 77 individual projects instituted by super*
visors and directors of instruction showed that the most widely used
supervisory activities used for inprovlng teachers were: individual con¬
ferences, professional reading, demostration teaching, and cooperative
study.2
A study made by Garretson in 1931, in which he sent questionnaires
to sixty-four principals in Oklahoma to determine iriiat efforts they were
putting forth to encourage the professional growth of their teachers,
showed the following results:
1. There was no one practice employed by all of the principals
2. The nearest approach to luaanimity was the encouragement of
attendance of their teachers at teachers meetings.
3. The majority of the principals visited their teachers' class**
rooms for the purpose of supervision, and conferred with them
after visitation.
^W. Earl Armstrong and Leslie C. Cushman, "Evalxiating the In-Service
Program," In-Service Growth of School Personnel, Hational Education
Association, Sspartment of Elementary School Principals, Twenty-first
Yearbook (Washington, 1942), p. 496.
L. Torgerson, "The Improvement of Teachers in Service," Review
of Educational Research, I? (June, 1934), 341.
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4« More than one half of the principal a hare planned teachers'
meetings, and hold departmental conferences*
5* Most of the principals arranged extension conrsea for the benefit
of their teachers« encouraged them to attend sxunmer school, pro¬
vided professional literature for their use, and encouraged
e:q?erimentation and professional writing and reading.^
fhe resalts of studies made by Ihitney and Jtyer show that practically
the same activities mentioned in the above study were used by principals
2
and supervisors included in their studies*
In an effort to determine what technifues for in^rovement were most
popular among rural teachers of various counties, in 1919, Almaek sent
questionnaires to a large number of rural teachers* The activities
found in use among the rural teachers studied by Almack were also very
s
similar to those which Garretson, at a later date, found in his study*
A study made by Savis in 1922, in which he sent questionnaires to
teachers of the North Central Association to determine what activities
for improvement were most popular among them, showed that the results of
4
his study coincide with those mentioned in the above studies.
^Oliver N* Garretson, "In Service Training of Teachers in the Hl^
Schools of Oklahoma*" School Review, ZIUX (May, 1931), 460*
^Huseel L* C* Butsch, "The Preparation of Teachers," Beview of
Educational Besearch, I (^ril, 1931), 81.
^Ibid*
^C* 0* Davis, "The Training and Experience of Teachers in the Hi^
Schools Accredited by the North Central Association," School Beview,
XXX (May, 1933), 335-54*
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48 a result of the facts revealed throu^ an analysis of these
> studies dealing with prevailing praotices, it seems that one is ^sti-
fied in drawing the eonchision that aotivities encouraged hy the prin*
cipals and supervisors for the improvement of their teachers are very
similar and widely used among schools involved in the studies reported -
none of which, however, gave special attention to Begro schools.
Some educators have dealt with the formnlation of guiding principles
and criteria for evaluation of good in-service programs. These writers
sure of the opinion that there is no possible ws^ of developing a ready¬
made program of in-service education that will work in all schools with
favorable results, but they do believe that there are certain general
principles idilch ml^^t be helpful in planning in-service trsdning pro¬
grams* Beavls stressed the opinion that any program that results in
professional growth of the teacher and improvement of the instructional
program is an adequate in-service progrsun.^ Mackenzie lists the follow¬
ing criteria of a good in-service programs
1. Xn-servioe education should focus directly on the isprovement of
pupil learning experiences.
2* Progrsuns of in-service education should be products of cooper¬
ative staff activity.
3* Programs of in-service education should be flexible and should
include many varied activities.
4* Programs of in-service education should be included within the
regular program of the school.
^Villiam C. Beavis, Forthcoming Itevelopenents in American Education
(Chicago, 1946), p. 77.
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5. la«*8ervlce edacAtion diould loe recognized es an integral part
of the total school program.
6. The responeihillty of administration of In-serrloe edncatlon
dxould he dilefly the duty of the administrators.^
In stating the characteristics of an effective inoserrice program.
▲zmstrong and Cushman made the following statements
There may he those who will q^uestion the use of the term
'^program*' with reference to learning in service for teachers. It
is not unlikely that such misapprehension grows out of a fear that
this means a program fbr teachers like certain programs for pupils
of which they know and disapprove. But if the term **pro^am** is
used as referring to such practices as characterize the wotk. with
pupils in the best sidiools they have known, that objection is
pmhahly erased. And that is exactly that a program of in-service
growth for the professional personnel of the school ought to he •
a program characterized by the same principles of learning employed
with pupils in the best schools and classroems of thich we know.^
Trom the survey of literature, with reference to guiding principles
and criteria for a good program of in-service education, it seems that
one might conclude thati
1. It is the responsibility of administrators to promote pro¬
fessional growth of their teachers.
2. The interest and concerns of the students azid the teachers
should first be considered in organizing an in-service program.
3* The in-service program should be an integral part of the regular
school progrsBi.
' ^Gordon H. Kackenzle. ''Developing and Administering the Curriculum
and Pupil Services," Changing Conceptions in Educational Administration,
JSational Society for the Study of Education. Forty-fifty Yearbook. Part
n (Chicago. 1946). pp. 20-52.
Earl Armstrong and C. Leslie Cushman. "Evaluating the In-Service
Program." In-Service Growth of School Personnel, Sational Education
Association. Department of Elementary School Principals. Twenty-first
Yearbook (Washington. 1942), p. 486.
CHAFFEE II
PBESMFATIOE OF LATA
Background Information Aboat the Sohoola* • Elia study, as stated
in Chapter X, includes thirty-two Negro hi^ schools in Georgia, of sdiich
sixteen are accredited schools and slxbeen are non-accredited schools*
Since there were only sixteen accredited Negro hi^ schools in Georgia,
there was no choice in selecting the accredited schools for this study*
But in the ease of non^aceredited sdiools, a cpeclal attempt was made
to select sixteoi non-accredited schools from sixteen different counties
in order that as nearly as possihle a true sas^le might he obtained*
Of the thirty-two hi^ schools studied, ten were separate senior
hi^ schools and twenty-two were combined elementary-senior hi^ schools*
Of the ten separate hi^ s<diools, seven were accredited and three were
non-aceredited schools; and ef the twenty-two combined elementary-senior
hi^ schools, nine were accredited and thirteen were nen-accredited
schools*
There was no attempt made in this study to treat separately the in-
service programs of the combined elementary and hig^ schools and the
separate hi^ schools since only ten or thirty-one per cent of the schools
were separate hi^ schools* Table 1 shows the name and location of the
sixteen accredited hi^ schools studied and the number of teachers on-
ployed in each school; Table 2 shows the name and lecation of the sixteen





THE NAUE AND LOCATION OF THE SIXTEEN ACCBEIXTE]) HI01 SCHOOLS STUDIED AND
THE NIMBEB OF TEAOHEIS BIPLOIED IN EACH SCHOOL
Name of School City Covinty Niunber of
Teachers
*Athens Hii^ School Athens Clarke 10
*Ballard Hl^ School Eacon Bibb 14
*Boggs Acadenor Eeysville Burke 7
*Booker T. Washington High School Atlanta Exiton 80
Cedar Hill HL^ School Osdartown Polk 11
Center Hi^ School Naycross Ware 40
Douglas Hi^ School Thomasville Thomas 10
finery Street School Dalton Whitfield 11
Fair Street Hl^ School ^ainsTille Hall 12
*C8.11isple Selden Institute Cordele Crisp 15
Howard Warner Hi^ School Nevnan Cowerta 21
*Huhhard Training School Forsyth Monroe 9
Houltrie Hi^ School Uoultrie Oolqiaett 24
Bisley High School Bumsvlck Glynn 36
*^enoer High School Columbus Ifixscogee 29
Statesboro High School Statesboro Bullock 36
TABLE Z
THE NAME AND LOCATION OF THE SIXTEEN NON-ACCBEDITED EIGR SCHOOLS STUDIED
AND THE NUUBEB OF TEACHERS MFLOIED IN EACH SCHOOL
Name of School City County Number of
Teachers
A. Spoilt Hl^ School Milledgeville Baldwin 10
*A. S. Staley Hi^ School Amerlcus Sumter 10
*Aaga.stus B« Johnson Hi^ School Augusta Richmond 18
Avondale Hi^ School Avondale Dekalb 10
Baxley Training School Baxley Applixie 12
Brooks County Training School Dixie Brooks 10
Buford Hl^ School Buford Gwennett 7
Burney Street High School Madison Morgan 12
Cook County Training School Adel Cook 13
Elberton Hi^ School ^ Elberton Elbert 15
Fitzgerald High School Fitzgerald Ben Hill 15
*6eorge Washington Carver Hi^ School Milledgeville Baldwin 6
Hawkinsville Hi^ Sdxool Hankinsvllle Pulaski 10
Vain Colored High School Home Floyd 17
llitohell County Training School Pelham Mitchell 16
T. J. Elder Hi^ School Sandersvllie Washington 20
* Asterisk indicates that scbool is a separate hig^ school.
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Seqaenee ef PreBentatlon Of Data. - The data In this etudljr are pre¬
sented nnder the felloving headings and in the sequence named* Thejr aret
Special Objeotives of the In-Service Program, Professional Faculty Meet¬
ings, Pemostration Teaching, Classroom Tisltation, Experimentation in
Methods and Tedhniqiaes of Teaching, Extension Courses and Institutes,
School and Commonity Belations, Pjrofessiojaal Beading and Writing, Member¬
ship in Professional Organizations, and Inter-Class and Inter-School Visi¬
tation* In considering each phase of the in-service program, an attempt
was made to show the general trend of the practices at the schools includ¬
ed in this study*
Special Objectives ef the In-Service Programs* - dll of the schools
covered in this study reported that they have in-service programs* In
order to determine irtiat objectives these schools were placing most emphasis
upon in their in-service programs, a list ef ei^t objectives of in-service
programs was listed on the questionnaire submitted to the thirty-two
principals* Eadh principal was asked to check the objective that he was
placing most emphasis upon in his in-service program. Each principal was
also asked to add objectives to the list if necessary* The objectives
were as follows: improvement of recitation, improvement of remedial in¬
struction, more efficient lesson plans. Improving technique of handling
large classes, improvement of guidance program, inqtrovement of discipline.
Improvement ef extra-curricular program, and in^rovement of school—
conasunity relationship* Boxxe of the principals added other objectives to
the list* The data yielded on this phase of the questlozuialre are shown
in Table 8* dn analysis of the data showed that both the prixicipals of the
accredited schools and the principals of the non-accredited schools had a
greater interest in the improvement of guidance in their schools than any
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TABL^ 3
OBJECTIVES OF IN-SERVICE FROCSMS AND THE HUUBEB AND PER CENT OF ACCREDIT-
Eo and non-accbedited schools placinc major mphasis on each























tation-— 1 6 1 3
Improvement o f Rome-
dial Instruction——— 2 13 4 25 6 19
More Efficient Lesson
3 19 1 6 4 13
Improving Technique of
Handling Large Classes— 1 6 1 6 2 6
Improvanent of Guidance
Program——-———- 8 50 5 31 13 41
Improvement of Disci-




Curricular Program- - - 2 13 2 6
Improvement o f School-
Comanunity Relationship— 1 6 - - 1 3
other ohjectlve. Thirteen or forty-one per cent of all the principals
were eiqphasising the Improvement of their gtxldance programs* Eight of
these were principals of accredited schools and five were principals of
non-accredlted schools* The second highest numher» six or nineteen per
cent, stated that they were giving major consideration to the Improvement
of remedial instruction* Two of these were principals of accredited schools
^tih four were principals of non—accredited schools* The Improvement of
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reeltation and the ImproTement of acbool-^ommonlty relatlouahlp were
eeleoted by the amalleat numhor of priuolpals* One principal stated
that the InproTement of recitation was the major etgphaais of the in*
' eerTiee program in his sclwol, and one stated that achool-eommuilty re*
lationship was of major oonoem in his school. Both were principals of
accredited schools. It was farther revealed that nineteen per cent of
the accredited schools were placing major emphasis on the improvement of
discipline, and thirteen per cent of the accredited schools showed major
concern for the improvement of their eztra*carrioalar program, while none
of the non*accredlted schools showed Interest in these two objectives.
Professional Eacolty Meetings. * ill of the principals reported that
they held professional faculty meetings. Thirty or ninety*fonr per cent
of the principals stated that these meetings are held after school. The
other two stated that they began their meetings one half hotir before
school closes and continued them one half hour after the closing hour.
Facts regarding the freqtuency of professional meetings at these
schools are shown in Table 4. These data show that the largest per cent
of the schools. forty*four per cent, have professional faculty meetings
once a month. The next largest per cent. twenty*five per cent, do not
have a scheduled time for holding meetings; their meetings are called
anytime the principal sees fit. Only two schools have meetings as Often
as once a week.
In conparlng the frequency of meetings held by the accredited schools
with the frequency of meetings held by the non*aocredited schools, a very
close similarity in the frequency of these meetings is revealed. Seven
or forty*four per cent of both the accredited and the non*accredited
schools have professional faculty meetings once a month, and four or
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TABLE 4
THE BIFFEBEIIT TDIES AT VHICH PROFESSIONAL FACULTY EEETINGS ABE HELD AND
THE HUMBER AHD PER CENT OF THE S12TEEH ACCREDITED AND THE SIZTEEH HOH-






















Once a weeh—-——- 1 6 1 6 2 6
Twice a month——— 2 13 3 19 5 15
Once a month——— 7 44 7 44 14 44
At anytime the prin-
cipal sees fit—— 4 25 4 25 8 25
Hhen individual
teachers or committee
present problems— 2 13 1 6 3 9
tventyflTe per cent of each group ef schoole have meetings anytime the
principals sees fit*
The principal presided over professional faculty meetings at a vast
majority of the schools, hoth accredited and non-accredited* Data con**
ceming this factor are presented in Table 5* It was found that twenty-
six or ei^ty-one per cent of all the principals presided over profes¬
sional faculty meetings* Of these twenty-six schopls* twelve were
accredited schools and foxirteen were non-accredlted schools. Faculty
members presided over professional meetings in only three or nine per
cent of the schools. Two of these schools were accredited schools and
one was a non-acoredited school*
In answer to the ^estion, '*who selected problems for study at pro¬
fessional faculty meetings,” the majority of the principals reported that
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TABLE 5
PERSONS WHO GEKEHALLI PRESIDED OVER PROFESSIONAL FACULTY MEETINGS AT THE
SIXTEEN ACCREDITED AITO THE SIXTEEN NON-ACCREDITED SCHOOLS AND THE NUM¬








Persons who Generally Number Number Number
Presided Over Profes- of of of Per
sional Meetings Schools Per Cent Schools Per Cent Schools Cent
The principal--——— 12 75 13 81 25 79
Different members of ..
the faculty — 2 13 1 6 3 9
A program committee— 1 6 2 13 3 9
Chairman of staff- 1 6 - m 1 3
problems for study were selected By the principal and faculty. Informa¬
tion relative to the selection of problems for study at professional
faculty meetings is shown in Table 6. These data show that the principal
and faculty of twenty-three or seventy-two per cent of the schools
selected the problems for study. Of these twenty-three schools, nine
were accredited schools and fourteen were non-accredited schools. Of all
thirty-two schools, only one principal reported that he alone selected
the problems for study.
When this information was further broken down between the accredited
schools and the non-accredited schools, it was revealed that twice as
many accredited schools used committees to select problems for study at
professional faculty meetings as non-accredited schools. It was further
revealed that only two accredited schools and none o f the non-accredited
schools permitted students to aid in the selection of problems.
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Ti£L£ 6
PEBSONS who SELECIKD PHOBLmS FOB STUDY AT PROFESSIONAL FACULTY MEETINGS
IN THE SIXTEEN ACCBEEITED AND THE SIXTEEN NC^-ACCBEDITED SCHOOLS AND TEE






















The principal—-——— 1 6 «a 1 3
The principal and the
faculty 9 56 14 88 23 73
A committee——— 4 25 2 13 6 19
The principal, faculty,
and students—— — Z 13 - - 2 6
All Of tBe adioolo covered By the study kept nimtee of professional
faculty aeetings, and all hut one school made these minutes availahle to
the teachers* Methods hy which these minutes were made availahle to teach¬
ers are shown in Table 7* An analysis of these data revealed that the
minutes were made availahle to teachers in nineteen or fifty-nine per cent
of the schools hy the principal keeping a copy of thenl In his files, which
were availahle to the teachers* Ten of these principals were principals
of accredited schools and nine were principals of non-accredited schools*
Only four principals gave individual copies of the minutes to their
teachers* Two of them were principals of accredited schools and two were
principals of non-accredited schools*
In an atten^t to find out iftiat topics were discussed during these
professional faculty meetings, a list of sixteen topics was submitted to
the principals of the fchools covered by the study* These principals
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TABLE 7
METHODS BI WHICH MIHOTES OF PROFESSIONAL FACUI^I MEEIINQS WEBE MADE AVAIL¬
ABLE TO TEACHERS AND THE NUMBER AND PER CENT OF PRINCIPALS OF THE SIXTEEN
ACCREDITED AND THE SIXTEEN NON-ACCREDITED SCHOOLS WHO USED EACH METHOD TO








Methods Used to Make
Minutes of Professional Number Number Number
Faculty Meetings of of of Per
Available to Teachers Schools Per Cent Schools Per Cent Schools Cent
Copies are kept in the
principal's files avail-
able to teachers——— 10 63 9 56 19 69
The principal keeps a
copy on his desk avail-
able to the teachers—- 1 6 2 13 3 9
A copy is given to each
teacher 2 13 2 13 4 13
The secretary keeps a
copy available to the
teaehers——— 2 13 3 19 5 16
The mimtes are not
available to the
teaehers-—— — 1 6 • m 1 3
were asked to cLeck topics which were discussed during their professional
faculty meetings. It was found that a large number of topics were dis¬
cussed these meetings. In addition to the topics submitted in the
®iestionnaire, the principals added the following topics to the list*
methods of grading, attendance, membership in professional organizations,
professional ethics, and function of parent-teacher association. This
information is found in Table 8. The selection of topics made by the
principals showed that the largest percentage of the schools, twenty—
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TABLE e
TOPICS DISCUSSES DUBING PBOFESSIONAL FACULTY MEETINGS AND THE NDMBEB AND
PEB CENT OF THE SI2TEEN ACCBEDITED SCHOOLS AND THE SIXTEEN NON-ACCBEDITED























Idaoation— — 6 50 8 50 16 50
Principals and Prohlems
of Extra-Cnrrlcular
Organ!zatlon————~ 7 44 9 56 16 50
Aims of Subject Matter
Field 1 6 £ 13 3 9
Curricalum Eevision—- 4 £5 6 38 10 31
T^es of Becitation—- 3 19 8 50 11 34
The Assignment-— 6 38 3 19 9 £8
Lesson Plans 7 44 6 38 13 41
Bemedial Instructionf— 5 31 6 38 11 34
Provisions for Indi-
vidoal Differences- 9 56 9 56 18 56
&iperyised Study- 7 44 7 44 14 44
Health Program 9 56 13 81 22 69
Dl scipline — 7 44 10 63 17 53
A
Guidance- —— 13 81 10 63 £3 7£
Character Education—— • 4 25 6 38 10 31
Home Condition of










iDopics Which Were Bis- Mimher Aumher Aumher'
cussed Hiring Profes- of of of Per
sional Meetings Schools Per Cent Schools Per Cent Schools Cent
Public Helations—— 5 Z2 3 19 8 25
Methods of Gkadlng—— 1 6 - - 1 3
Attendance-— —— 1 6 - - 1 3
Membership in Pro-
fessional Organisa-
tions——— — 1 6 - - 1 3
Professional Ethics— 1 6 «• - 1 3
Function of P.T.A.— m - 2 13 2 6
School Slnance — 1 6 1 6 3 6
Language Arts——- 1 6 - - 1 3
Beading——— 2 13 m - 2 6
three or eeveuty-tvo per oeat» were in^terested in the is^roT^oient of
^dance* This interest in goidanoe was also shown idien the principals
were asked to indicate the ohjective that each were placing most em¬
phasis on in their in-service progrems, reference to which was made on
page 12, Chapter II* The next topic which seemed to he of greatest in¬
terest to the schools was health programs, tdxich was checked hy sixty-
nine per cent of the principals. Methods of grading, attendance, memher-
ship in professional organisations, and language arts were among the
topics discussed with least frequency.
There was marked similarity in the topics discussed during profes¬
sional faculty meetings hy the accredited schools and the non-accredited
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schools. The topics which were discussed most frequently hy the accre¬
dited schools were generally discussed most frequently hy the non-accre-
dlted schools. However, the largest per cent of the accredited schools,
alghty-one per cent, showed most interest in guidance, while the largest
per cent of the non-accredited schools, eighty-one per cent, showed most
interest in health programs.
In addition to professional faculty meetings, twenty-six schools, of
which twelve were accredited schools and fourteen were non-accredited
schools, had study groups to study problems of the school.
Demonstration Teaching. - Demonstration teaching was relatively
popular amoxig the schools in this study. Twenty-one or sixty-six per
cent of the schools gave demonstrations in methods and techniques of
teaching. Of this number, thirteen or forty-one per cent gave special
demonstrations for the benefit of the poorer teachers.
%hen the principals were asked who generally gives the demonstrations,
their answers showed that no one practice was used. Heads of departments,
superior teachers and different teachers were most commonly used in the
schools; each was used by sixteen per cent of the schools. Data regarding
demonstration teaching are given in Table 9.
After breaking the data down between the accredited and the non-
accredited schools, it was found that the practices were sli^tly
different. The largest per cent of the accredited schools, four or twenty-
five per cent, used superior teachers to give demonstrations, while only
one or six per cent of the non-accredited schools used superior teachers
to give demonstrations. On the other hand, the largest per cent of the
non-accredited sdhools, four or twenty-five per cent, used heads of de¬
partments to give demonstrations, while only one or six per cent of the
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TABLE 9
INDIVinJAIiS Vi/HO GAVE BEMONSTBATIONS AND THE HUMBIE AND PEH CENT OF THE
SIXTEEN ACCBEDITED AND THE SIXTEEN NON-ACCREDITED SCHOOLS WHO USED THESE






















Supervisor———— «s - S 19 3 9
Principa 1 —- 1 6 1 6 2 6
Consultant———— - - 1 6 1 3
Heads of departments- 1 6 4 25 5 16
Superior teacher—— 4 25 1 6 5 16
Different teacher—— 3 19 2 13 5 16
accredited schools used heads of departments in this capacity.
Classroom Visitation. - Classroom visitation for the purpose of
supervision was one of the main supervisory techniques used hy the prin¬
cipals of the thirty-two hi^ schools. All the principals visited the
classrooms of their teachers for the purpose of supervision. When these
principals were asked what determined the frequency of their visits, a
numher of answers were given; some of the answers given hy principals of
the accredited and non-accredited schools are listed helow.
Accredited Schools:
1, The nature of problems and the degree to vftxich they are being
met.
2, When unusual needs or problems arises.
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5, The needs of teachers discovered throng observation*
4* Xhe desire of the principal to spot examples of good teaching*
5* The re<iiiest of teachers and pupil failure*
6. To observe special projects*
7* Classroom visits are detexmined by the amount of assistance the
teachers need*
8* Frequency of classroom visits depends upon the tine alloted to
this purpose*
Bon-aceredited schools:
1* Classroom visits depend upon the progress of the teacher*
2* Generally visits classroom upon request of the teacher*
3* Classroom visits depend upon time alloted to supervision*
4* Classroom visits depend upon how well the objectives of the
school are being achieved*
5* Freq^xency of visits depends upon observations of last visit*
6* Frequency of visits depends upon the experience of the teacher
and the ability to discipline*
7* Classroom visits are made by a daily schedule*
8* Visits depend upon the apparent needs of the pupils*
The principals were then asked what were the average number of times
they visited classrooms per month* The answers showed great variation in
frequency of classroom visits* The range of visits was from ten or
thlrtyone per cent of the principals who visited classrooms on an average
of once each two weeks to two or six per cent of the principals who
visited classrooms as often as twice a week* Other facts concerning class¬
room visitation b7 principals are presented in Table 10*
£3
In comparing the frequency o f elaooroom vialto of the principals
of the accredited schools with the frequency of classroom visits of the
principals of the non^acoredited schools* it was found that on an average
the principals pf the nonf>accredlted schools visited classrooms for the
purpose of supervision more often than the principals of the accredited
schools* Xhe inquiry showed that the largest per cent of the principals
of the accredited schools* fifty per cent* visited classrooms of their
teachers on an average of enoe a month* while the largest per cent of the
principals of the non-accredited schools* thirty-eight per cent* visited
the classrooms of their teachers on an average of once each two weeks*
The analysis further showed that the second largest per cent of the prin¬
cipals of the accredited schools visited classrooms en an average of once
each two weeks* shile the second largest per cent of the principals of
the non-accredlted schools visited classrooms on an average of once a
week*
One principal of an accredited school stated that althou^ he visited
classrooms for the pujrpose of supervision* he also used a public address
system which permitted him to listen to recitations in classrooms while
he is in his office. He further e:q>lained that this devise was not used
to spy on his teachers; he always notified each teacher when he planned
to listen in on his classes*
Fifty-three per cent of the principals visited the classrooms of
their better teachers as often as they did the classrooms of their poor¬
er teachers. One principal in eagplaining his reason for these visits




THE AVEBACffl TBI[£ EACH PRINCimL VISITS CLASSROCUS AHD THE HDICBEH AHB
PER CEHT OF PRIRCIPALS OF THE SIETEEN ACCREBITEI) AND THE SIXTEEH ROH-
ACCB£H[T£1> SCHOOLS WHO VISITED CLASSROOMS AT THESE TIMES













Freqjiency o f Classroom













Twice a week--—-—— - - 2 13 2 6
Once a week——— 3 19 5 31 8 25
Once each two weeks— 4 25 6 38 10 31
Once a month——— 8 60 1 6 9 28
Less freqjiently—— 1 6 2 13 3 9
It vas a common practice among the principals to keep records ef
classroom oBserrations* Twenty-one or sixty-six per cent of the principals
kept records of classroom ohserrations* hat only fifteen or forty-six per
cent of them gare their teachers copies of their recomn^ndations* Of this
number* ei^t were principals of accredited schools and seven were prin¬
cipals of non-accredlted schools. Some of the principals explained that
it was not necessary to give their teachers copies of their recommendations
since classroom visits were general^ followed hy conferences* This
appeared to he true since twenty-eight or eighty-eight per cent of the
principals followed classroom visits with conferences* Fourteen of these
principals were principals of accredited schools and fourteen were prin¬
cipals of non-accredited schools*
Bvperimentation in Methods and Techniques ef Teaching* - The prin-
pals of the schools included in this study showed a favorable attitude
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toward ejgperimentation in methods and techniques of teaching. Thirty-
one or ninety-soTen per cent of them actually encouraged their teachers
to exigage in experimentation; this included all of the principals of the
accredited schools and fifteen of the principals of the non-accredlted
schools* Bata on experimentation are presented in Table 11* These data
revealed that fifty per cent of the principals required that their teach¬
ers receive permission before engaging in experimentation* Only sixteen
per cent of the principals required that experimentation be directly un¬
der their supervision*
When a cosparison was made between the practices relative to experi¬
mentation of the principals of the accredited schools and the practices
of the principals of the non-aoeredited schools* the pattern was practi¬
cally the same* The greatest difference between the practices of both
groups of prixicipals was that sixty-three per cent of the principals of
the accredited schools required that their teachers receive permission
before engaging in experimentation* while only thirty-eig^t per cent of
the principals of the non-accredlted schools had this requirement*
Teachers in eigjiity-eight per cent of the schools were actually en¬
gaged in e3q)erimentation; this included teachers of all sixteen accredited
schools A»d teachers of twelve of the non-accredited schools*
t^ewgion Courses and Institutes* — The principals of the schools
studied did not place much value on extension courses* Only four or
thirteen per cent of the principals arranged extension courses for the
benefit of their teachers* Of this number* one was the principal of a
non-accredlted school and the other three were principals of accredited
schools* Ifost of the principals explained that they do not recommend
extension courses* but urge their teachers to attend summer schools*
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TABLE 11
PRACTICES RELATIVE 70 EXPERIMElSrTATIOE IN TECHNIQUES AND METHODS OF TEACHING
4LND THE NUMBER AND PER CENT OF PRINCIPALS OF THE SIXTEEN ACCREDITED AND THE
SIXTEEN NON-ACCREDITED SCHOOLS WHO ENCOUItAGED EXPERIMENTATION





























to engage in experi-
mentation-—-———— 16 100 15 94 31 97
Require that teachers
receive permission in
order to engage in
experimentation———— 10 63 6 38 16 50
Require that all ex¬
perimentation he
directly under their
supervlsion —— 2 13 3 19 5 16
When tlie principals were asked whether they required periodical
attendance of their teachers at summer school, seventeen or fifty-three
per cent of them stated that it was a requirement of their schools. Of
this numher, seven were principals of accredited schools and ten were
principals of non*»accredited schools. Other principals stated that even
thougii they do not require attendance of teachers at summer schools, they
urge them to attend, especially those who do not have degrees.
With regards to institutes, only twelve principals reported that
Institutes are held in their comnunities for teachers; ei^t of these
were principals of accredited schools and four were principals of non-
accredited schools. Ei^t of the principals required attendance of their
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teacihers at these Institutest this included five principals of the accre¬
dited schools and three principals of the non-accredited schools* The
ether four principals stated that attendance was not required but tirged*
The inquiry ftirther showed that fifteen or forty-seven per cent of
the principals required attendance of their teachers at state teachers*
meetings* and made provisions for them to attend by closing their schools*
Attendance at these meetings was not required at the ether schools but
urged*
School and C?onimanity Belations. - Few principals had actually arrang¬
ed a cooperative school and eonmunity project* but they encouraged their
teachers to affiliate themselves with community organizations* The prin¬
cipals of oxay fourteen or forty-four per cent of the schools had ac¬
tually initiated projects which were being worked out cooperatively by
the school axid the community* but their teachers were affiliated with ten
different community organizations* The range of the schools having
teachers affiliated with community organizations was from twenty-nine or
ziinety-one per cent of the schools having teachers affiliated with parent
teachers' associations to one or three per cent of the schools having
teachers affiliated with lodges. Data regarding school and conanonity
relations are presented in Table 12*
When a cocparlson was made between the affiliation of teachers of the
accredited schools and the affiliation of teachers of the non-accredited
schools with community organizations* a similar pattern was revealed* The
largest percentage of both the accredited and the non-accredited schools
had teachers affiliated with parent teachers' associations* Also a large
percentage of both groups of schools had teachers affiliated with Sunday
£8
TABLE 3.2
CCyMTNITI OBGANIZATIONS AND THE EUIIBEa AKD PEB CEXIT OF THE SIXTEEN ACCBE-
BITE!) SCHOOLS AHS THE SIXTEEH NOH-ACCBEBITEl) SCHOOLS THAT HAD TEACHEEIS


















Schools are Affiliated Schools Per Cent Schools Per Cent Schools Gent
Community Forums or
Discussion Groups-—— 8 50 8 50 16 50
Parent-Teacher Asso-
eiations 14 88 15 94 29 91
School Improvement
9 56 7 44 16 50
Sunday School Teacher-— IS 75 15 94 27 85
Sewing Cluhs — 5 31 9 56 14 44




Associatlon————— 2 13 2 6
Civic Cluhs—— 4 25 2 13 6 19
Boy Scouts — — 2 13 - «a 2 6
Hational Association for
the Advancement of
Colored People — 2 13 - - 2 6
echoolSy coi&nuxiitj forums» school improvement cluhsy and civic cluhs*
However, none of the teachers ©f the non-accredited schools were connected
with the hoy scouts and the Hational Association for the Advancement of
Colored People, vhile thirteen per cent of the accredited schools had
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teachers affiliated with each of these organizations* On the other hand,
one non*aeeredited school had teachers affiliated with lodges, and two
non-accredited schools had teachers affiliated with the Young Ken
Christian Association and the Young Vomen Christian Association, zdiile
none of the teachers employed at accredited schools held memhership in
these organizations*
Professional Beading and Writing. - All the schools studied had
suhscriptlons to professional xoagazlnes* In order to determine what
professional xoagazlnes were suhsoribed to by the ttchools, a list of
serenteen professional magazines, taken from the "Evaluative Criteria,"
1940 Edition, published by the Cooperative Study of Secondary School
Standards, was submitted in the qixestionnaire to the principals* Each
pilncipal was asked to Check the magazine subscribed to by his school.
The results of the inquiry showed that in addition to the professional
magazines submitted in the questionnaire, a large number of other
magazines were subscribed to by the schools* This was revealed idien the
principals added forty-eight professional magazines to the list* Pro¬
fessional magazines subscribed to by the schools are presented in
Appendix A* The asterisk before the names of the magazines indicates
that they were recommended by the Cooperative Study of Secoixdairy School
Standards as of hi^ value to a secondary school library*
In conparing the professional magazines subscribed to by the accre¬
dited schools with the professional magazines subscribed to by the non-
accredited schools, it was foiind that the largest subscriptions of both
groups of schools were to the magazines recommended by the Cooperative
Study of Secondairy School Standards* Other than the professional maga¬
zines recommended by this organization, there was very little similarity
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'between the magatine sabacriptious of the accredited achoola and the non»
accredited sohoola« This couelualon waa reached when it waa noted that
there were twenty-four profeaaional magazinea subacrihed to by the
accredited achoola ^ch were not aubaorlbed to by the non-accredited
aohoola* and there were sixteen profeaaional magazines subscribed to by
the non-accredited schools which were not subscribed to by the accredited
schools.
Answers from the inquiry showed that principals of a majority of the
schools studied, eighteen or fifty-six per cent, were encouraging pro¬
fessional writing to promote professional growth of their teachers. It
wae further revealed that three methods were used by the principals to
encourage professional writing - publication of articles of merit, en¬
couraging teachers to write up the results of their experimentation, and
reviewing articles written by teachers of other schools. These data are
shown more clearly in Table 13. The method iriiich was moat commonly used
by the principals was encouraging teachers to write up the results of
their experimentation. This method was used by fourteen or forty-four
per cent of the principals, ef which ei^t were principals of accredited
schools and six were principals of non-accredited schools. Publishing
articles of merit appeared to have been used least by the prizicipals to
promote professional writing. It was used by only six or nineteen per
cent of the principals. However, this method was used by a greater
number of principals of accredited schools than principals of non-accre¬
dited schools. This was noted idxen it was found that five principals ef
accredited schools published their teachers* articles which had merit,
while only one principal of the accredited schools used this practice.
In order to determine what kind of activities in which these teach—
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TABUS 13
METHODS USED TO EHCOUBAGE PBOFESSIONAL WBITIUG AND THE ITUMBEB AND PEH CENT
OP PRINCIPALS OP THE SIXTEEN ACCREDITED AND THE SIXTEEN NON-ACCBEDITED
SCHOOLS WHO USED THESE METHODS TO ENCOURAGE THEIR TEACHERS


























0 f merit ————« 5 31 1 6 6 19
Eicourage teachers to
write up results of
their eaperimentation—— 8 50 6 38 14 44
Review articles written
by teachers of other
9 56 4 S5 13 41
era were aetxially engaged* a list of actlvitlea relative to professional
writing was sent in the qaestionnaire to the principals. Oat of seven
activities listed* five were checked* and no other activities were added
to the list hy the principals* More detailed information about activities
relative to professional writing is shown in Table 14* It was noted that
on a whole the number of schools having teachers engaged in different
activities relative to professional writing was relatively low. The
largest per cent of the principals of these schools reported that their
teachers were engaged in writing articles for newspapers* including
school newspapers; all other activities showed that less than twenty per
cent of the schools had teachers engaged in them.
When the data was broken down between the accredited schools and the
non—accredited schools* it was found that the teachers of both groups of
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TABLE 14
PHOPESSIONAL WEITIIIG A0TI7ITIES OP TEACHERS AHD THE HUMBER AND PER CEHT OP
THE SIXTEEN ACCREBITEI) AND THE SIXTEEN NON-ACCEEDITEB SCHOOLS THAT HAJ)





















Editing puhllcations— 2 13 3 19 5 16
Beviewing articles
before puhllcation--— 2 13 1 6 3 9
Writing articles for
professional journals- 1 6 1 6 2 6
Writing articles for
newspapers 10 63 6 38 16 50
Writing verse————- 2 13 1 6 3 9
schools were engaged in the same activities to practically the same degree*
The largest per cent of hoth the principals of the accredited and the non**
accredited schools reported that their teasers were exxgaged in writisag
articles for newspapers* However* more principals of the accredited
schools reported having teachers engaged in writing articles for news¬
papers than was reported hy principals of non-accredited schoolss ten or
sixty-three per cent of the principals of the accredited schools and six
or thirty-ei^t per cent of the principals of the non-accredited schools
reported having teachers engaged in writing articles for newspiypers.
Memherff>>^p in Professional Organizations* - Only a small percentage
of the teachers eii?)loyed at the thirty-two hi^ schools covered hy this
study were affiliated with national professional organizations, hut
showed considerahle interest in local professionla organizations* This
was revealed hy the fact that twenty-five or seventy-nine per cent of the
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principals reported haring teachers affiliated with County and State
Teachers' Ueetings, while only seven or twenty-two per coat of the schools,
the largest report on teacher affiliation with national organizations,
reported haring teachers affiliated with the National Education Associa¬
tion, More detailed data concerning memhership in professional organi¬
zations are shown in Table 15,
In comparing the organizations with which the teachers of the accre¬
dited schools were affiliated and the organizations with idiich the teach¬
ers of the non-accredited schools were affiliated, it was found that
teadhers of both groups of schools showed relatively the same amount of
interest in the same organizations, however, in one case there was a
marked difference in their Interest; nineteen per cent of the accredited
schools had teachers affiliated with the American Teachers Association,
while none of the non-accredited schools had teachers affiliated with
this organization,
Inter-Class and Inter-School Visitation, - Provisions for inter-
class and inter-school visitation appeared to be neglected at a majority
of the schools. Only fifteen or forty-seven per cent of the principals
of the schools studied provided for inter-class visitation of their
teachers as a means of promoting professional growth. Of the fifteen
principals who made this provision, nine were principals of accredited
schools and six were principals of non-accredited schools. The inquiry
flirther showed that only nine or twenty-eight per cent of the principals
of these schools made provisions for their teachers to attend classes
at other schools. Five of these principals were principals of accredited
schools and the ether four were principals of non-accredited schools.
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TABLE 15
PEOPESSIOFAL OEGANIZATIOHS AND THE NUMBER AND PER CENT OP THE SIXTEEN
ACCREDITED AND THE SIXTEEN NON-ACCREDITED SCHOOLS WHICH HAD TEACHERS













































































Summary emd Conclusions, - The purposes of this suty vere stated
in the form of five q;uestions which have "been answered as follows;
1. Ihat efforts are "being put forth hy the principals of the
accredited and non«*accredlted hi^ schools to encourage pro**
fessional growth of their teachers? The ingplry showed that
all of the principals of both the accredited and the non-accre-
dited hi^ schools had definite organized programs for the
promotion of professional growth of their teachers*
2* What activities for professional growth of in-service teachers
are being practiced at accredited and non-accredited high
schools? It was found that professional faculty meetings* study
groups* demonstration teaching* classroom visitation by the prin¬
cipals* individual conferences with the principal* experimenta¬
tion in methods and techniques of teaching* extension courses
atid institues* planned projects between the school and the
community* membership in community and professional organiza¬
tions* professional reading and writing* and inter-class and
inter-school visitation were being practiced at both the accre¬
dited and non-accredited schools* With reference to profes¬
sional faculty meetings, it was found that; (1) in a majority of
both the accredited and the non-accredited schools the meetings
were held after the school day once a month; (2) the principal
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generally preeided over professional faculty meetings; (3) prob¬
lems for study during these meetings were generally selected by
the principal and faculty,
3, TShat difference, if any, exist between activities practiced at
the accredited schools and the non-acoredited schools? It was
found that all activities practiced at the accredited schools
were also practiced at the non-accredited schools. For the
most part these activities were used in about the same degree
by both groups of schools.
4, What phases of in-service activities seemed to be moat commonly
practiced at these schools? The activities which were fotind to
be most commonly used were in order of frequency of use: profes¬
sional faculty meetings, classroom visitation by the principal,
individual conferences, membership in community organizations,
professional reading and writing, membership in professional
organizations, erperimentation in methods and techniques of
teaching, study groups, demonstration teaching, and inter-class
and inter-school visitation*
5, What implications, if any, from this study mi^t be used in help¬
ing school officials of other institutions to evaluate and set
up more functional programs for the professional growth of their
teachers? The facts revealed by this study which seem to have
Important implications 6ire:
a. The professional faculty meetings at ninety-four per cent of
the schools were held after the school day when the staff
members had already devoted a full day to tiring activities.
This implies a need for including this phase of the in-service
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program within the re^ar school program at these schools.
Any measare as important for the improvement of teachers as
is the professional faculty meeting deserves time definitely
scheduled as a part of the regular school day*
h* The program of in-service education should he a cooperative
activity between all of the Individuals concerned. In vievr
of the fact that principals at a majority of the schools
presided over professional faculty xoeetings^ it seems that
cooperation in these meetings could he farther encouraged hy
alternating the chairmanship among the staff,
c. Fev principals encouraged their teachers to take extension
courses. They explained that extension courses had failed
to meet their teachers* needs* This finding inplies a need
for better organized extension courses,
d* Educators are of the opinion that arrangements for each
teacher to spend at least a full day once a year in visiting
the classes of a teacher in some neighboring school should
be made at all schools. They further agree that teachers
should be encouraged to visit the classes of teachers in
their own school. The fact that less than fifty per cent of
the principals of the schools studied made provisions for
inter-class and inter-school visitation shows that more
attention needs to be given to this phase of in-service edu¬
cation.
e* It was found that forty-one per cent of the schools were
emphasizing the improvement of guidance through their in-
service programs, and seventy-two per cent of the schools
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had discuised guidance during their professional meetings.
This finding reveals a growing concern in these schools for
better guidance programs. She colleges and universities pre**
paring teachers for Georgia schools should offer work in
guidance in sufficient q;uantity and kind to meet the needs of
these schools.
f. It was found that fifty per cent of the schools studied had
teachers engaged in writing articles for newspapers, and only
six per cent of the schools had teachers engaged in writing
articles for professional jourzials. It would seem that
writing articles for professional journals woold he of much
greater value in promoting the professional growth of teachers
than writing articles fbr newspapers. Xherefore. the teach¬
ers at these schools should he encouraged to write articles
of merit vdilch would he published by the leading professional
journals.
g. The affiliation of teachers with national professional orga¬
nizations is considered by educators as one of the most im¬
portant means of promoting professional growth. It was
found in the study that twenty-two per cent represented the
largest per cent of the schools having teachers affiliated
with national professional organizations. This finding shows
a need for encouraging teachers to affiliate themselves with
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PBOFESSIONAI^ MAGAZINES SUBSCBIBEP TO BY THE SCHOOLS AND THE NUMBEB AND
PEB CENT OP THE SIXTEEN ACCBEDITED AND THE SIXTEEN NON-ACCBEDITED








Magazines Sahscrlbed Itober Number Number
to Toy the Thirty-two of of of Per
Schools Studied Schools Per Cent Schools Per Cent Schools Cent
Agricultural Engineer-
ing — 1 6 - m 1 3
Agricultural Digest—- - - 1 6 1 3
American Cookery 1 6 - 1 3
♦Atlantic Monthly 3 19 2 13 5 15
Better Homes and
Ga rdens—— —-—— 1 6 mm - 1 3
♦Book List-——-——— 3 19 3 19 6 18
♦Congressional Digest— 1 6 2 13 3 9
Correct Speech — Z 13 - mm 2 6
Consumers’ Glide— 2 13 - - 2 6
Childhood Education 1 6 - 1 3
Clearing House —- 5 31 2 13 7 22
♦Current History— — 8 50 5 31 13 41
Correct English — 1 6 -
- 1 3
Elementary School
Journal- 2 13 im 2 6
Educational Administra-
tion and Superrision— 2 13
.
2 6
*Hecoiflmended for secondary school libraries "by the Cooperative Study





























2 13 mm mm 2 6
Educational Journal— - - 1 6 1 3
Educational Digest— - * 1 6 1 3
♦English Journal—— 10 63 6 36 16 50
Forum JSagaBine——- - - 1 6 1 3
•Harpers and Century— 6 38 1 6 7 22
Hi^ School Eeview— 2 13 - mm 2 13
High School Journal— 3 19 - - 3 9
•Hygia ——— 8 50 9 56 17 53
Industrial Arts and
Vocational Education- 1 6 2 13 3 9
Instructor— — 1 6 2 13 3 9
Jourzial of Health and
Physical Education— 1 6 2 13 3 9
life 2 13 2 13 4 13
Library Journal — - - 1 6 1 3
Look — 2 13 - - 2 6
Ifusic Educational
Journal 1 6 - - 1 3
•Music America—— 3 19 3 19 6 18









Magazinee ^bscrlbed Number Number Number
to by the !Ehirty-two of of of Per
Schools Studied Schools Per Cent Schools Per Cent Schools Cent
•Nature Magaaine——— 5 31 4 25 '9 29
Nation Schools-——— 5 31 1 6 6 18
Negro Digest-——— 2 13 - - 2 6
News Week—————— m - 1 6 1 3
Normal Instructor-—-— - - 1 6 1 3
Nursing Journal——— 1 6 - - 1 3
CJtanihook— —— - mt 1 6 1 3
Pathfinder———— 2 13 - - 2 6
•Popular Mechanics—— 10 63 7 44 17 53
•Popular Science Hon-
thly 11 68 5 31 16 50
Practical Home Econo-
jnics —- - - 1 6 1 3
Primary Gtade leacher— - 1 6 1 3
Progressive Education— 1 6 1 6 2 6
•Headers* Guide to
Periodical Literature— 5 31 «• 5 16
Bed Cross Magazine—— «• - 1 6 1 3
Headers Digest — 4 25 2 13 6 19
Southern Agricultvirist- 1 6 - - 1 3

























U. terature———-—- « 1 6 1 3
School Eeview-- 4 25 - - 4 13
School Ezecutive — 2 13 1 6 3 9
•Scholastic— —- 10 63 8 60 18 56
School Management - - 1 6 1 3
School life — 1 6 1 6 2 6
Science Mews Letter— 1 6 - - 1 3
•Scientific imerica - 1 6 1 3
•Social Studies- —— - - 1 6 1 3
Teachers Digest 7 44 4 £5 11 35
Times-—————— 1 6 - - 1 3
U« S. News-— 1 6 - 1 3
•Wilson Bulletin for
Liberians - - 3 19 3 9
Whats New in Home
Economics— 1 6 1 6 2 6
APPENDIX B
A STUIT OP ACTIVITIES POH PBOFESSIONAL GEOOTH OP IB-SEBVICE
TEACHEBS AT THIRTY-TWO HEGEO HI{2I SCHOOLS IN GEORGIA
If the qaeation is not clear, furnish the information in accordance
with your interpretation rather than omit it. Remarks on any item will
he greatly appreciated*






Organization of School and Program:
1* How maisy teachers do you have?
tIndicate here) .
2. Bo you have a definite program for the professional growth of your
teachers?
(Indicate here) .
3* If your school is both elementary and senior hi^ school comhined,
answer questions a to e. If xiot, continue with question number 4*
a* How many teachers do you have in the bi^ school?
(Indicate here) •
b. How many teachers do you have in the elementary school?
(Indicate here) •
c. Bo members of your faculty teach in both the elementary and high
schools?
(Check answer) Yes No.....
d. Is there a separate principal for the elementay and the hi^
schools?
(Check answer) Yes.***. No*....
e* Bo you have a separate program for the professional growth of
your hi^ school teachers and a separate one for your elementary
school teachers?
(Check answer) Yes***** No***.*
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'4. lilhlch one of the following eubjeots are you placing most emphasis
this school year in your program for the professional growth of
your teachers?
(Check only one)
••••• a* Improvement of Beoitation*
• b. In^rovement of Remedial Instruction,
c. More Efficient Lesson Plans.
d. Improving Technique of Handling Large Classes.
..... e. Improvement of Guidance Program.
f. Improvement of Discipline.
g. Improvement of Extra-Curricular Program.
..... h. In5)rovement of School-Community Relations.
(Add one if necessary)
••••• .
Teachers* Meetings:
1. Do you have professional faculty meetings?
(Check answer) 7es..... Ho.....
2. As a^neral practice, how often are these meetings held?
(Check only one)
..... a. At least once a week.
..... b. Once a month.
..... c. At any time the principal sees fit.
..... d. When individual teachers or committee present problems they
want to discuss. (Add one if necessary)
••••• 9
3. When are these meetings generally held?
(Check only one)
..... a. Before school takes in.
..... b. During recess.
..... ci After school.
..... d. Saturdays. (Add one if necessary)
e« •
4. As a general practice, vdxo presides over the meetings?
(Check only one)
..... a. The principal.
..... b. Members of the faculty.
c. The faculty.
..... d. A program committee. (Add one if necessary)
• • • • • 6 • ■ - . - - - - — - - *
5. Are study groups organised to study problems of the school?
(Check answer) Yes..... No.....
6. What is the most common method used in the selecting problems for
study?
(Check only one)
a. By the principal.
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To, By the principal and faculty.
K c* By a coimiittee. (Add one if necessary)
,
If you are principal of an elementary and senior hi^ school comhined,
answer questions 7, 8, and 9, otherwish continue with numher 10,
7. Are memhers of the elementary and hi^ school required to meet
together?
(Check only one)
a. Meet together at all professional meetings.
...•• h. Meet together only when problems concern both elementary
and hig^ school. (Add one if necessary)
c.
8. If elementary and high school teachers meet together, do you find
that your elementary school teachers are generally interested in
problems of hi^ school nature?
(Cheek answer) Yes..... Mo.....9.Are the high school teachers generally interested in elementary
school problems?
(Check answer) Yes Bo.....
10. Check each of the following topics which were discussed in
professional meetings this school year.
(Check here)
a. General Aims of Education.
...•* b. Aims of Subject Matter Fields.
..... c. Principles and Problems of Extra-Curricular Organization.
..... d. Curriculum BeviSion.
(Types of Becitation.
f. The Assignment.
..... g. Lesson Plans.
h. Bemedial Instruction.
..... i. Provisions for Individual Differences.
J. Supervised Study.
..... k. Health Programs.
..... 1. Problems of Discipline.
..... m. Guidance.
..... n. Character Education.
..... 0. Home Conditions of Pupils.




11, Are minutes kept of professional meetings?
(Check answer) Yes Bo
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c. Committee reporting. (Add one if necessary)
d.
.
13. Are copies of the minutes made available to the teachers? If so,
how?
(Check only one)
..... a. The minutes are not available to the teachers.
..... b. Copies are kept in the principal's files available to
teachers.
..... c. The principal keeps a copy on his desk available to
teachers.
..... d. A copy is given to each member of the faculty.
(Add one if necessary)
Demostrations;
1. Are arrangements made for specific demostrations in teaching methods,
techniques, etc. for the benefit of all your teachers?
(Check answer) Yes..... No.....





d. Heads of departments
...•• e. Superior teacher.
f. Poorer teacher for group criticism. (Add one if necessary)
•
3. Are special demostrations given to your poorer teachers?
(Check answer) Yes..... No.....
Classroom Tisitation;
1. Do you visit the classroom of each teacher regularly for the
purpose of supervision?
(Check answer) Yes..... No.....
If the answer to question 1 is *'No,” answer question number 2.
2. This work is cared for byi
(Check only one)
a. A special supervisor.
b. Heads of departments. (Add one if necessary)
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3, On an average how often do you visit teachers' classrooms for the
purpose of supervision?
(Check only one)
a* Twice a week*
•..*• h* Once a week.
c* Once each two weeks.
..••• d. Once a month.
..... e. Less frequently.
4. Vhat determixies how often you visit your teachers' classrooms?
(Indicate here)5.Ib you visit the classrooms of. your Letter teachers as frequently as
you do the poorer teachers?
(Check answer) les..*** No....*
6* Do you keep a record of your observations?
(Check answer) Yes...** No.**.*
7* Do you give your teadiers copies of your recommendations?
(Check answer) Yes.**** No****.
8* Lo you follow up visitations with conferences?
(Check answer) Yes.**** No*...*
Extension Courses* Summer School and Institutes;
1* Have you arranged extension courses for the benefit of your teachers
this year?
(Check answer) Yes...** No.*.**
2. Is periodical attendance to sunaner school required of teachers in
your school?
(Check answer) Yes.**.* No.*.**
3. Are institutes held in your community?
(Check answer) Yes...** No...**
4* Do you retjaire attendance of yoiir teachers to these institutes?
(Check answer) Yes...** No*.***
5. Do you retire attendance of your teachers to state teachers' meetings?
(Check answer) Yes..*.* No*..**
School and Coimaunity Belations:
1* Have you arranged a cooperative project of school and comnunity this
year?
(Cheek answer) Yes*..** No.****
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Z» Do you reqtttire personal visitation of homes by your teachers?
(Check answer) Yes.**.* Ko*,***
3* Do you encourage members of your faculty to join community
organisations?
(Check answer) Yes....* No*.***
4* Check each organizations of which members of your faculty are
affiliated.
(Check here)
..*** a. Parent-Teacher Association.
..*** b. Community Forums or discussion clubs*
.*.** c* School improvement clubs.
..... d* Sunday School teacher.
• •.** e. Sewing clubs. (Md others if necessary)
S*
Experimentation in Iilethods and Techniques of Instruction;
1. Do you encourage yoxir faculty to engage in experimentation such as
trying new methods of teaching, etc?
(Check answer) Yes....* No..***
2* Do you require that these experiments be directly under your
supervision?
(Check answer) Yes***.* No...**
3. Must your teachers receive your permission in order to engage in
experimentation in their classes?
(Check answer) Yes..*.* No.*..*
4. Are any of your teachers engaged in experimentation in methods or
techniques this year?
(Check answer) Yes...** No
Professional Writings
1* Do you encourage professional writing by members of your faculty?
(Cheek answer) Yes No.*.**
2. Cheek each method that you use to encourage professional writing?
(Check here)
a. Expansion of articles if they have merit.
...** b. Teacdiers are required to write up results of experimentation.
c. Articles written by teachers of other schools are reviewed.




3. Check each activity relative to publicatiozxs and professional
wxltlng in whioh members of your faculty are now engaged.
(Check here)
a. Editing publications.
b. Reviewing articles before publication.
c. Writing articles for professional journals.
..... d. Writing articles for newspapers.
e. Writing a book.
..... f. Taking photographs for publication.
g. Writing verse. (Add others if necessary)
h.
Professional Reading;
1. Poes your school library subscribe to professional magazines for the
use of teachers?
(Check answer) Tea..... No.....
2. If your school library does not subscribe to professional magazines,
are provisions made where by magazines subscribed to by individuals
are made available to teachers?
(Check answer) les N6....«
3. If your school library subscribes to professional magazines, check
below ones to vhich the library subscribes.
(Check here)
a. Atlantic Monthly.
..... b. Book List.
..... c. Concessional Digest.
..... d. Coixrent History Magazine.
e. English Journal.
..... f. Harpers Magazine.
..... g. Hygeia.
..... h. l&isical America.
..... 1. National Geographic.
..... j. Nature Magazine.
..... k. Popular Mechanics.
..... 1. Popular Science Monthly.
..... m. Headers Guide to Periodical Literature.
n. Scholastic.
..... 0. Scientific America.
..... p. Social Studies.





Membership in Profesgional Organ!aationst
1. Check below each organization of which members of your faculty are
members*
(Check here)
••••• a* American Chemistry Teachers' Association*
*•••• b« Association for the Study of Education*
c. Association for English Teachers*
..*•• d* Men Teachers' Association*
***** e* National Education Association.
f* Parent-Teacher Association*
g* Parent Teacher League*
***** h. Phi Delta Kappa.
***** i* Teachers' Association* (County, State)




Inter-Class and Inter-School Visitation;
1* Do you provide for inter-class visitation of your teachers for the
purpose of improving instruction?
(Check answer) les***** No***.*
2* Do you provide for visitation of your teachers to special classes
at other schools?
(Check answer) les No
W3:ite remarks you wish to make in the space below*
